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Is Industry Credit Growth On The Cusp Of Reviving?

FINANCIALS- BANKS

 Credit growth for the banking industry (SCBs) of last 20 years can be broadly 
categorised into 3 phases- 1st phase (1999-04), 2nd phase (2005-11), 3rd phase 
(2012-18).  

 1st phase can be defined as consolidation phase where the credit growth compounded 
at nearly 17%. Notable is that the whole industry was struggling with mounting NPA 
which was at 14.7% in FY99. The industry started to recover from NPAs towards the 
end of phase 1 period.  

 2nd phase can be classified as booming of bank credit which grew at a CAGR of 25% 
with improving assets quality.  

 3rd phase can be defined as declining period where the credit growth for the industry 
grew at slower pace of 12% CAGR. After the global crisis in 2009, the stress assets 
started stemming in the country which led the slow down in the growth and FY18 may 
be classified as the peak of NPA.  

 Recent data by RBI shows some uptick in credit growth. In Dec 2018, the growth has 
been reported at 14%. 
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Exhibit 2: Credit Growth to Services Sector

Source: RBI, NFAL

Exhibit 3: Credit Growth to Personal (Retail) Sector

Source: RBI, NFAL
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Services Constitutes 27% of the overall credit and remains one of the key growth driver in 

recent years.

Retail growth has also been the key engine for overall credit growth and constitutes 26% 

of the overall credit to the system.

Data from RBI reveals that credit growth to services sector also contributed in the booming 
period of banking industry. The latest data shows 23% credit growth in 3Q FY19 led by surge 
in loans given to NBFC sector. Services sector constitute 27% of the overall credit in 3Q FY19 
against 20% in FY05. 

 

 

Personal (retail) credit growth has also been the key drive for the industry loan growth during 
the 3rd phase. The retail growth has been largely supported by housing loan and unsecured 
PL/credit card in recent times. 
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Exhibit 4: Credit Growth to Agriculture Sector

Source: RBI, NFAL

Exhibit 5: Composition of Credit

Source: RBI, NFAL
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Agri credit has been continuously under performing

Credit to industry has shrunken from 42% in FY05 to 34% 3Q FY19 whereas the gain was 

led by services sector from 20% to 27% during the same period.   
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Exhibit 6: Credit to Industry Sector

Source: RBI, NFAL

Exhibit 7: Manufacturing Capacity Utilization

Source: RBI, NFAL
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Credit to industry growth seems to bottom out

Latest Data by RBI shows improvement in manufacturing capacity utilization
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Credit To Industry Growth Showed Sign Of Revival 

Credit to industry/corporates has declined continuously since FY12 and even reached to the 
negative growth of 2% FY17. Share of credit to industry is at 34% currently which declined 
from 46% in FY13. The data shows that the boom in the overall credit growth during the phase 
3 was led by growth in industry credit which has the highest weight on the overall credit.  

The manufacturing capacity utilization data shows the direct relationship with credit growth to 
industry. Capacity utilization (CU) above 75% level signals optimism for industry credit growth. 
When capacity utilization was hovering around 80%, credit growth of the industry started to 
increase and when CU started to decline, the growth of industry credit also declined. Now the 
latest data by RBI shows some optimism in CU which reached to 74.8% in 2Q FY19 whereas 
credit growth to industry also started to improve.  
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Exhibit 8: Index Of Industrial Production (IIP)

Source: RBI, NFAL

Exhibit 9: DEPLOYMENT OF BANK CREDIT BY MAJOR SECTORS

BANK CREDIT BY MAJOR SECTORS Dec/17 Mar/18 Sep/18 Dec/18 YoY Gr% YTD Gr%

72393 76884 79774 81642 13% 6%
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Source: RBI, NFAL
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Exhibit 10: Advances and Advances Growth of Coverage Company
(Rs in Crore)

Exhibit 11: Valuation and Return Ratios of Our Coverage Companies
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 We expect credit growth to improve going ahead and among our coverage universe our top picks are AXIS Bank, ICICI 
Bank, Federal Bank, SBIN and HDFC Bank. 
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